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Synopsis
The Instant #1 New York Times BestsellerFrom the mind of PewDiePie, the #1 YouTuber in the world with 40 million fans and more than 10 billion views, comes This Book Loves You, a collection of beautifully illustrated inspirational thoughts and sayings. In This Book Loves You, PewDiePie delivers advice and wisdom that everyone can use. If all else fails, remember: "Don’t be yourself. Be a pizza. Everyone loves pizza."
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Customer Reviews
Alright, this book has a lot of high and low points but I'm going to tell you now: This book is MEANT to make fun of those "inspirational quotes", not to actually BE them. And to parents that want to get this book for your kid, ask yourself this: Are they in High School? Then buy it. And if your child buys it for themselves don't confiscate it. Parents are blind to what goes on in younger society and I can say that once you hit high school your innocence is pretty much gone, same with your filter. My recommended age group however, is 16 to about 20. This book really is meant to target teens because it's basically a slap of reality. I've been suffering with depression for a long time, and I've read this book during my low points to pick me back up (if you can believe that, then keep reading). The jokes are meant to poke fun at how there are inspirational quotes all over the Internet, and yet most people don't do anything past making a pretty quote on paper. The book itself is basically like a huge joke, and the with an ending like "I lied" I would hope that many would see that. This book is not anymore of a joke than those "journal" books (that I've done so many of in attempts to keep my depression in check). Sure it's not what you expect, but it really is a pleasant book when you
understand it on a basic level as humor and a cool play on irony. Buy at your own risk, if you’re not ready to handle a slap in the face by reality kids then don’t take it. If you’re an adult buying for a child check it out at a local bookstore first, or just buy it as I said and let them experience it. // my two personal favorite quotes are in the pictures

Love the book, very funny, if you like the YouTube channel you’ll like the book it’s got Pewd’s sense of humor. Was a little disappointed because the paperback came a bit bent on the corners and also the cover and backing were bent as well. Idk if that’s on or the people that shipped it to but it looks more like a book I’ve had sitting around for like a year rather than a brand new book. It’s a shame because I wanted to display it somewhere and now it’s like eh Idk if I want to display something all bent to hell.

This book is fabulous! A literary genius up there with the likes of Dickens, Shakespeare, and Chicken Soup for the Dog Lover’s Soul. Every word is finely crafted, and the illustrations are works of art worthy of hanging in the Louvre . . Ok, so maybe it isn’t ALL that, but it’s a fun book full of funny, pseudo-inspirational quotes (many of which Pewdiepie’s fans will recognize from his videos). I can guarantee you that even if you don’t know who Pewdiepie is, you will still find the book entertaining. This book is well worth the money (and it LOVES you)!

This is one of the funniest things I have ever had the pleasure of reading! This goes on my favorite funny book lost with “How to Tell if Your Cat is Trying to Kill You” and “My Dog: The Paradox” By the Oatmeal and “Got the F*** to Sleep” By Adam Mansbach. This book made me cry with laughter! Do yourself a favor and buy it. Just buy it and have no regrets!

This book loves me and I love it back! Its full of funny quotes some a little raunchy (but that’s what makes it fun) and guaranteed to turn a frown into a smile. I love the concept for the book as its disguised as a book of inspirational quotes, almost a self help book and yet you would not want to follow any of the advice given. (but its fun to think about in your own corrupted mind) Overall a great book that will make you laugh and smile even on your worst day. #brofist

Bro Fist! Oh Pewdiepiw, you made me laugh. It’s a silly book. By a silly guy. Great for teens. Esteem builder is questionable because you do CAN NOT take this book seriously! Its a joke, bro! Glad to see YouTuber make some cash off talent. However, seems anyone with over 20 million
Wow This is the Very Best Youtuber Book I have Ever Saw And it Taught Me some Wisdom And lessons And This Book Loves me And If you guys Get this It Sill make your Life a Bit Better And Stay Awesome And BROFIST!! 😊

I had bought this for my daughter’s birthday considering she had been talking about it for weeks beforehand. Very pleased with this purchase. No problems with the book was in perfect condition. I would have given it 5 stars but the shipping was a little bit slower than expected, but if you or a loved one is a bro I would definitely recommend this maybe just order it a little earlier.
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